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Executive Summary
This report explores the history of No3 Dirker, Marsden, and the associated surrounding
buildings. Using architectural evaluation, archive research and oral history a story of the
development of the site is produced from 1801 to the present day. Links are also made
which could stretch the history of the site into the 18th and possibly 17th century.
Following a presentation of the history of the buildings and their use the report concludes
with research recommendations including further investigation of the Marden Manor
records held by the West Yorkshire Archive Service.
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1. Introduction
3 Dirker (No3) in Marsden, West Yorkshire, is the third house in a row of six dwellings north
of Marsden village centre. It has an elevated, rural, position in the Colne Valley. It is a small
house with a single living space on the ground floor and two bedrooms and a bathroom on
the first floor, the interior is largely modern.
The building has had at least three distinct phases of development, pre-1850 as part of a
farm building, 1850-1880s as part of a redeveloped threshing barn and 1880s to the present
as a dwelling. A date of construction for the earliest building on the site has not been
identified.
The two dwellings on the eastern end of the row at Dirker are early 19th century cottages
(No5 and No7) and Grade Two Listed.1 Immediately next-door to the east is a modern barn
conversion, Long House Barn. To the west are Dirker Farm and Dirker House.
The current numbering and naming of the buildings is relatively modern. On the 1901
census they are just shown as a collection of dwellings all listed as 'Dirker'.
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Historic England, Listing Entry, https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1224051,
(accessed 25 January 2020).
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2. Architectural Evaluation
All the dwellings at Dirker are built from sandstone, possibly sourced from nearby quarries
shown on the first edition Ordnance Survey map (Stone Folds Quarry and three unnamed
‘old’ quarries above Dirker Bank). The architectural style of No3 is simple and functional
with no ornamentation. From the stone coursing it is clear that No3 and Long House Barn
were constructed at the same time. A large arched doorway at Long House Barn, typical of
19th century threshing barns in the Colne Valley, has an inscribed keystone reading 'G B
1850'.2 A corresponding doorway appears on opposite wall to the rear of Long House Barn.

No3 front elevation (highlighted in red) with Long House Barn next door, January 2020.

From the stone coursing and visible corner stones it appears that Dirker Farm and Dirker
House were constructed at the same time as one larger farm house. Dirker House has had
an extension to the west and a veranda added on the front.
The internal adjoining wall of No3 and Long House Barn is constructed from stone at ground
floor level with brick above, a rarely used building material in the local area. The chimney
stack of No3 is visible in the wall from Long House Barn and where the chimney exits the
roof is on a different alignment to the others in the row. Towards the rear of the building
two large upright stones are built into the adjoining wall. They appear to be either gateposts
or the remains of another entrance from an earlier period. This suggests that the wall is a
later addition, partitioning the barn to create the dwelling now known as No3.
2

Historic England, Listing Entry, https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1224817
(accessed 25 January 2020).
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Upright stone built into adjoining wall (No3 and Long House Barn), January 2020.

Evidence of an earlier building on the site of the barn is visible in two lower rooflines on the
walls between No3 and Dirker Farm and Long House Barn and No.5. Remains of floor joists
are also visible in Long House Barn which would have created a loft, first or mezzanine floor;
these are lower than the height of the arched doorway suggesting they may be from an
earlier structure as otherwise they would have blocked it.
As well as the large arched doorways, Long House Barn has a rectangular door to the rear
and evidence of a door of the same style directly opposite, now partially blocked and used
as a kitchen window. A door of the same style is apparent on the rear of No3 whereas the
front door is of a different construction style and presumably later.
The interior of No3 is largely modern, with just a large fireplace and chimney as historical
features. Recessed shelving in the adjoining wall with Dirker Farm was clearly once a
doorway between the two buildings. It appears towards the rear of the buildings in a solid
stone wall, it is now blocked with a thin brick wall.
A 2003 architectural report for Long House Barn, written prior to its conversion into a
dwelling, concluded the barn was a Long House and provided living accommodation on the
first floor above an agricultural space on the ground floor. However, the authors of the
report had no access to No3 and did not make the connection with Dirker Farm.3
3

West Yorkshire Heritage Environment Record, 10985, Dirker Barn, Marsden, Building Recording,
West Yorkshire Archaeological Survey, 2004.
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The architectural evidence suggests the dwellings of Dirker House, Dirker Farm, No3 and
Long House Barn were once two internally connected buildings, a linear farm with a
dwelling (Dirker House and Dirker Farm) and barn (No3 and Long House Barn).4 This style of
small, internally connected, linear farm is typical of the West Yorkshire uplands and known
as a Laithe House. A laithe was an agricultural structure that could be used for a variety of
purposes and particularly suited to small upland farms, they survive from the 1650-1880 but
most were constructed between 1780-1820.5 The plan below of Hollin Grove Farm,
Northowram near Halifax, closely fits the architectural evidence for the Laith House at
Dirker.6 The internal and external doorways are almost exactly in the same position as those
apparent through an architectural analysis. The plan also gives an insight into the possible
interior layout of Dirker Farm before it was split into two dwellings.

Internal plan of Hollin Grove Laith House, Northowram near Halifax

3. History
The 1801 township map of Marsden-in-Huddersfield is the earliest evidence for the the
Laithe House at Dirker.7 It shows a building at Dirker which corresponds to the position and
size of the farm house and barn. The lane leading to the houses behind (now known as
Spring Head Lane) and the surrounding field boundaries are still recognisable. A house
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Historic Farmsteads. Preliminary Character Statement: Yorkshire and Humber Region, University of
Gloucestershire, English heritage and Countryside Agency, 2006, p. 43.
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Christine Westwood, The laithe house of upland West Yorkshire: its social and economic
significance, PhD Thesis, Loughborough University of Technology, 1986, p. 61.
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West Yorkshire Archive Service, KC 500, Marsden-in-Huddersfield Township Map, 1801.
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labelled Dirker Bank appears further east but those illustrated below are the only structures
identified as Dirker. Edward Bower is listed as owning the buildings and surrounding fields.

Detail from 1801 Township Map of Marsden-in-Huddersfield

Dirker was part of the Manor of Marsden and a valuation book of copyhold rents from 1804
lists Edward Bower with 'one messuage and lands at Dirker'.8 In an 1810 rent book Edward
Bower's property is referred to as ‘Carter’s Tenement, late Taylor’s’,9 these are clues to
possible earlier copyholders and residents of the farm at Dirker. That it was know as
‘Carter’s Tenement’ suggests Dirker Farm’s origins may be associated with that name.
In an 1814 will George Bower, Edward's son, leaves his house and the attached buildings to
his son with the caveat that his widow can live in the ‘parlour of the old house at Dirker…for
her life or as long as she remains my widow.’ Reference to a parlour is further evidence of
the internal layout of Dirker Farm before it was split into two, referring to the house as ‘old’
in 1814 is another clue to its possible age.10
On the 1841 census Robert Bower, George’s brother, is listed as living at Dirker Farm with
his family. His occupation is a clothier. Robert Bower dies on 22 November 1845 and leaves
his ‘Farm house, barn, stable, mistal and other outbuildings’ to his son, also Robert. An
inventory of his possessions includes two beds, household furniture, books, an old gun, a
butter churn and barrel and collection of farming equipment such as an old cart, hay rakes
and forks and a cowbrake. He also left a mill in Marsden, Frank Mill, two his two sons. 11
8

Leeds University Special Collections, MD 185/2, Manor of Marsden Valuation of Copyhold Rents,
1804.
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The 1850 tithe map for Marsden-in-Huddersfield shows in detail the additions which have
been made to Dirker Farm, including outbuildings and the two cottages, No5 and No7.12 The
corresponding apportionment shows Robert Bower was still the owner and occupier of the
house, barn and outbuildings at Dirker. His brother, George, was the owner but not occupier
of the two new cottages.

Details from 1850 Tithe Map of Marsden-in-Huddersfield

Robert Bower died on 11 December 1850 and his brother, George, moves into Dirker Farm.
On the census of 1851, 1861, 1871 and 1881 George is described as a farmer of 13 acres.
The Bower's at Dirker had been primarily clothiers who also farmed, now George was
describing himself solely as a farmer. The inscribed keystone on Long House Barn reading ‘G
B 1850’ is presumably referring to this George Bower and the date of a rebuilding, or more
likely refurbishment, of the existing laithe or barn.

Inscribed keystone on Long House Barn, January 2020
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National Archives, IR 30/43/277, Marsden in Huddersfield Tithe Map, 1850.
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The 1891 census shows an increase in dwellings on the row of Dirker, confirmed by the 1892
(surveyed 1890) Ordnance Survey map which shows Dirker House and No3 have now been
created as separate dwellings. John Sutcliffe Bower, George’s son, was now living at Dirker
Farm and he continued to do until he died in 1941. This is the first time No3 has a resident,
Harriet Whitehead, a 52 year old single woman with no occupation and her two adult
nieces. The 1890 layout of the buildings is largely the same as today with the only major
change being the conversion of Long House Barn from an agricultural building to a dwelling
in 2002.

Detail from 1892 Ordnance Survey map

In 1956 Dirker Farm, including the barn and land but not No3, was purchased by Royston
Hoyle. He worked full-time in the woollen industry and ran Dirker Farm as a smallholding
with cows, sheep, pigs and over 1000 chickens. He recalled that none of the houses at
Dirker had toilets and all used a small block behind No5 and No7.13
The row of dwellings at Dirker have all developed out of Dirker Farm and specifically the
Bower family. In the early 19th century the Bowers were involved in the woolen industry, as
owners of Frank Mill, but as the industry grew they reduced their activities and focused on
farming. Frank Mill was a small, old, mill and was surpassed by newer, bigger, mills in
Marden. The family then focused their activities on farming, coinciding with the
redevelopment of the barn at Dirker.
4. Owners and Occupiers

13

Unrecorded interview undertaken by author.
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Below is a timeline of some of the residents of No3 based on census, electoral register and
oral history research from its creation as a dwelling between 1881 and 1891.
1891

1901
1911
1925-1965

Harriet Whitehead
Jennie Whitehead Bottomley
Eliza Adtious Bottomley
Fred and Elizabeth Carter
Peter Atherton
Arthur and Mavis Denby

Prior to its history as a dwelling a building on the site, and possibly some architectural
features, of No3 was an agricultural building as part of Dirker Farm. Below is a timeline of
the known copyhold tenants of Dirker Farm and the barn up to when it was developed into
a dwelling between 1881 and 1891.
1801-1810
1814
1841
1846-1881
1887

Edward Bower
George Bower (junior)
Robert Bower
George Bower
John Sutcliffe Bower

5. Research and Recommendations
Although a date of construction of the first building on the site of No3 has not been
identified, there are clues that could stretch the history of the Laithe House at Dirker into
the 18th century and possibly earlier. The 1810 Rent Book for Marsden Manor referred to
the property as 'Carter's Tenement', then in the copyhold of Edward Bower. A 1731 will by
'Mary Carter of Dirker' in Marsden leaves her goods and chattels to her son Benjamin
Carter.14 It seems reasonable to make a connection been the Carter's of the early/mid 18th
century in Dirker and the 'Carter's Tenement' named in the 1810 rent book.
Two earlier wills, John Meller in 1684 and Joshua Kenerley in 1704, also give their location
as Dirker in Marsden.15 Exactly where they were living is not identifiable from the wills alone
but further research could provide a connection.
It would be beneficial to undertake further research into the Marsden Manor records,
particularly the court rolls (1654-1939) held at the West Yorkshire Archive Service office in
Leeds. Searching for any reference to Dirker and the associated names identified in this

14
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Find My Past: York Peculiars Probate Index, 1383-1883.
Ibid.
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report might shed more light on the buildings developments in the 19th century and
possible construction the in early 18th century.
Further work could also be done to discover more about the lives of the residents at Dirker.
The Bowers were a reasonably well-to-do family with agricultural and industrial assets who
could invest in the development of their farm at Dirker. George and his son, John Sutcliffe,
both sat on the local board in Marsden and were clearly of some local influence. Another
resident of interest from Dirker would be Peter Atherton, a preacher, bible seller and serial
letter writer to the local press about corruption in the church.

Artist impression of the development of Dirker from 1801-2019.
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